
Fill in the gaps

Sea of love by The National

What do you say, you  (1)________  me Jo?

 How am I  (2)________________  to know?

 When you go under the waste

 What am I  (3)________________  to say?

 I see  (4)____________  on the floor

 They're sliding to the sea

 Can't  (5)________  here anymore

 We're turning into thieves

 If I  (6)________  here  (7)______________   (8)________  

(9)________  me

 If I  (10)________  here I'll never leave

 If I stay here trouble  (11)________  find me

 I believe

 Jo I'll always think of you

 As the  (12)________  of child who knew

 This was never going to last

 Oh Jo you  (13)________  so fast

 Hey Jo sorry I hurt you

 But they say love is a virtue, don't they?

 Hey Jo sorry I hurt you

 But they say love is a virtue, don't they?

 Hey Jo sorry I  (14)________  you

 But they say love is a virtue, don't they?

 Hey Jo sorry I  (15)________  you

 But they say love is a virtue, don't they?

 I see people on the floor

 They're sliding to the sea

 Can't stay here anymore

 We're  (16)______________  into thieves

 I see you rushing now

  (17)________  me how to  (18)__________  you

 I see you  (19)______________  now

 What did Harvard teach you?

 I see you rushing now

  (20)________  me how to reach you

 I see you rushing now

 What did Harvard  (21)__________  you?

 I see you  (22)______________  now

 Tell me how to reach you

 I see you rushing now

 What did  (23)______________  teach you?

 I see you  (24)______________  now

 Tell me how to  (25)__________  you

 I see you  (26)______________  now

  (27)________  did  (28)______________  teach you?
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. love

2. supposed

3. supposed

4. people

5. stay

6. stay

7. trouble

8. will

9. find

10. stay

11. will

12. kind

13. fell

14. hurt

15. hurt

16. turning

17. Tell

18. reach

19. rushing

20. Tell

21. teach

22. rushing

23. Harvard

24. rushing

25. reach

26. rushing

27. What

28. Harvard
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